
Grade: First Form

Subject: Visual Arts

Module: Thematic approach to design

Theme: Beauty

  

Topic: Theories of art

Duration: 3 Weeks

Rationale: This unit will expose students to different strands in art such as Aesthetics, Art creation, Art

criticism, Art history and Design and provide the knowledge for competencies in discussing  different

theories, cultural artist, and inventors and art theories.

General Objective: Generally, enforcing the art history through the appreciation of designs found in

art creation and  should aesthetically represent art works in project research and ideas for art critique

and improve students knowledge, skills and attitudes

Unit Week/Hours Topic 
Specific 

Objectives

Content Methodology Activity Resource Evaluation

Two Two Theories of Art The student’s 

should:

-Know how to 

appreciate artist 

and their themes 

in concept and 

outcomes.

( Leonardo Da 

Vinci,  art for arts 

sake, medium 

purity, formalism, 

existentialism, 

flatness/ modern 

art and 

The student ‘s 

will: 

- know what is a 

theme based on 

different theories 

of arts..

( Leonardo Da 

Vinci).

- The types of 

elements and 

principles  used 

in  Barrington 

Watson work.

- Techniques and 

The Teacher can 

use:

-video 

presentation

-Text Book 

reference 

-Charts

 -Sample Works

-Audio 

presentation

-Documentaries 

- Internet 

Reference 

The Student’s 

will: 

Engage

Explore

Explain

Elaborate

Evaluate

Enrichment  & or 

Engineering

-High tech e 

learning & labs

- content the 

teacher provides 

and rotation

The Teacher can 

use:

-Text books

-white boards

-markers

-pens

-pencils

- Apple  IPad 2 

tablet.

- Phones with 

Internet. 

-Radio Shake 

Speaker

- paper

The Student’s 

should now:

-Have open 

Discussion

- Use questions 

and answers

- Use art critique.

- work sheet

- quiz 
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postmodernism.) 

research projects.

- create works of 

arts based on 

themes in 

composition; 

inspiration 

through Jamaican 

Artist.

- Be able to use 

the design process

to express ideas 

through lines, 

shapes,and 

textured design 

and the elements 

and principles of 

art.

- Be able to speak 

about Leonado 

Davinci and  

Barrington 

Watson and their 

works through 

interpreting 

compared to;. 

( The baroque and

pop art.

manipulation  

used in the 

theories of art in 

interpreting works

of the Baroque 

and Pop art.

-supportive 

methodologies 

(games and 

competition)

-online lab or 

websites

-

-note books

-ruler.,

-crayons

-motivational 

piece

-Smart Television 

with speakers 

attached and 

retina display flat 

screen.
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